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Take a journey to explore hidden nooks and crannies in Cleveland, that you never knew existed,

without leaving your home. Haunted locales, world's largest, odd sights, noteworthy inventions,

unique foods and more exist between the pages of Secret Cleveland: A Guide to the Weird,

Wonderful and Obscure. Discover where you can... find a cure for your cravingsÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ see a

weeping angel...visit Lake Erie whales...walk in the footsteps of giants...take a bridge to

nowhere...explore roadside attractions...visit the crypt of an ex-president...learn about a misplaced

historical marker. If you dare, take a leap down rabbit holes you never knew existed as you tour

through 90 often overlooked gems in the greater Cleveland area. From bizarre, to funny, to

surprising you'll learn what makes Cleveland such a diverse and interesting destination to visit or

call home. Never a boring moment, Secret Cleveland is a literary trip that will keep you wondering

what you'll discover on the next page as it walks you through attractions in Greater Cleveland, Bay

Village, Lorain and Medina to name a few.
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Take a journey to explore hidden nooks and crannies in Cleveland, that you never knew existed,

without leaving your home. Haunted locales, World's largest, odd sights, noteworthy inventions,

unique foods and more exist between the pages of Secret Cleveland: A Guide to the Weird,

Wonderful and Obscure. Discover where you can... find a cure for your cravings]] see a weeping

angel...visit Lake Erie whales...walk in the footsteps of giants...take a bridge to nowhere...explore

roadside attractions...visit the crypt of an ex-president...learn about a misplaced historical marker. If



you dare, take a leap down rabbit holes you never knew existed as you tour through 90 often

overlooked gems in the greater Cleveland area. From bizarre, to funny, to surprising you'll learn

what makes Cleveland such a diverse and interesting destination to visit or call home. Never a

boring moment, Secret Cleveland is a literary trip that will keep you wondering what you'll discover

on the next page as it walks you through attractions in Greater Cleveland, Bay Village, Lorain and

Medina to name a few.

Deb Thompson is a blogger and freelance travel writer whose work takes her across the country to

find the most unique things that destinations have to offer. An avid fan of the strange and bizarre

you can follow her work at JustShortOfCrazy.com. Tonya Prater is a blogger and travel writer that

road trips throughout the US on a mission to find the fun, quirky stops that most people drive past.

Not one to pass up an opportunity to travel, you'll find Tonya exploring her home state and beyond

and documenting her experiences at TheTravelingPraters.com.

Secret Cleveland: A Guide to the Weird, Wonderful, and ObscureI bought this book for a friend who

was born in Cleveland. Of course, I had to peek at it before I gave it to him. It was full of really great

descriptions and fun photos. I never had any plans to visit Cleveland before. It's now on my bucket

list of places to visit. I hope when I do go, my friend will lend me his copy!

Ok, I have to be upfront - I LOVE travel and anything odd or strange catches my eye right away.

When I saw this book coming out I knew I had to have it! It definitely lived up to it's hype - what a

fantastic book! There was so much variety and vivid detail - I'm totally hooked and need to plan a

trip to Cleveland now just to see the things I read about in this book!
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